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Part I: Conversation (1-25)
Directions: Read each situation and the dialogue carefully and choose the appropriate expression to complete
the dialogue.
1. Situation: Two friends meet at the bus stop.
Linda: Hi, how’re you doing?
Mark : _______________ I enjoy my new job.
1. I’m so-so.
2. Pretty good.
3. I’m not well.
4. Nothing much.
2. Situation: Kitty is going abroad by plane.
George says “__________________”
1. Have a good flight.
2. Enjoy your cruise.
3. Have a safe drive.
4. Have a nice ride.
3. Situation: Bill is visiting Amy’s house.
Amy : Please make yourself at home.
Bill: _______________
1. Don’t be so polite. 2. No, thanks.
3. Thank you.
4. Of course.
4. Situation: Lilly is unable to go to Sonia’s birthday party because she has an appointment with the doctor.
So she says: “_______________”
1. Okay, why not?
2. I would love to.
3. I’m afraid I can’t. 4. Please invite me earlier.
5. Situation: At the café.
Chris : Would you like some coffee?
Jemma: _______________ I don’t like it.
1. No, thanks.
2. Yes, please.
3. Not just now.
4. I would love to.
6. Situation: At the BTS station.
Grace: Thank you for accompanying me home.
Albert: _______________
1. Never mind.
2. Take it easy.
3. It’s been a pleasure. 4. Make yourself at home.
7. Situation: At a party.
Rose: _______________
Belle: No, thanks. I’ve had too many already.
1. May I take you home?
2. Shall I tell you all the news?
3. Do you want to dance with me?
4. Would you like some more cookies?
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8. Situation: On the phone.
Don: Is that 0-8552-6778?
Julia: Sorry, _______________.
1. Julia is speaking
2. wait a minute, please
3. please call back again
4. you’ve got the wrong number
Situation: Neal and Kim are talking about the meeting. (9-10)
Neal: ________(9)_______
Kim: At nine o’clock sharp. ________(10)_______
Neal: I won’t be late.
9.
1. Who joins the meeting?
2. Where is the meeting room?
3. When does the meeting start?
4. How many people are there in the meeting?
10. 1. Be in time.
2. Be on time.
3. Take it easy.
4. Take your time.
11. Situation: Bobby needs some help from Dan.
Bobby: Would you mind driving me to the airport tomorrow morning?
Dan : _______________
Bobby: That’s very kind of you.
1. Not at all. I will take a bus to work.
2. Yes, of course. I won’t pass that place.
3. Sorry, I don’t want to be late for work.
4. Of course not. That wouldn’t be a problem.
12. Situation: A tourist is asking for directions.
A tourist: Excuse me. _______________ to the train station?
A student: Any buses except No. 126.
1. Which bus can I take
2. How do I take the bus
3. How long does it take
4. Where is the bus stop
Situation: Linda asks Cindy to go shopping. (13-14)
Linda: Why don’t we go to the department store? There is a mid-year sale.
Cindy: ________(13)_______ , but I don’t have enough money to spend today.
Linda: Well, ________(14)_______.
13. 1. I have to do some housework
2. I don’t like shopping
3. That’s a good idea
4. I don’t love that
14. 1. I will go alone
2. let’s buy a T-shirt
3. just go window-shopping, then
4. you can lend me some money
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15. Situation: At the office.
Rick: Alan has just been promoted as a manager.
Kim: _______________
1. Is that a rumor?
2.
3. I don’t believe that.
4.
Situation: At the office. (16-17)
Ellen: Did you hear? Nick is in the hospital.
Harry: ________(16)_______
Ellen: He had a car accident.
Harry: ________(17)_______
16. 1. What’s up?
2. What a good news. 3.
17. 1. How lucky he is. 2. How unfortunate. 3.
18. Situation: At home.
Husband: Would it be OK if I bought a new car?
Wife : No, _______________.
1. we have bought it for 18 years
2.
3. our family needs a new car
4.
19. Situation: Henry asks Sally for a good restaurant.
Henry: Can you recommend a restaurant around here?
Sally : _______________
1. Yes, I love shopping.
2.
3. No idea, I’m not hungry.
4.
20. Situation: Frank and Glen are at a restaurant.
Frank: _______________
Glen: Yes, I’d like a fish burger and French-fried.
1. Are you ready to order?
2.
3. Shall we have steak for dinner?
4.

ระดับชั้นมัธยมศึกษาปีที่ 3

OK, he deserved it.
Good, it served him right.

What a pity.
4. What’s the matter with him?
That’s a good idea. 4. I’m glad to hear that.

we don’t have enough money
our old car broke down

Sure, I’m a new comer.
Sorry, I don’t usually eat out.

Do you want to see a menu?
Would you like some fish & chips?
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21. Situation: At the meeting room.
Gloria: Carol, have you met Paula?
Carol: No, I haven’t. How do you do?
Paula: _______________
1. Very well, thank you.
2. I’m fine, thank you, and you?
3. I’m doing all right. I hope you are too.
4. How do you do? It’s nice to meet you.
22. Situation: You want to ask your teacher for dinner at your home. You will say “________”
1. Can you come to my house?
2. Do you want to have dinner with my family?
3. Would you like to have dinner at my house? 4. Could you come to make dinner at my home?
23. Situation: Paul has an appointment with his colleague, Celina, but he is late.
Paul: Sorry to keep you waiting.
Celina: _______________
1. It’s pity.
2. I’m sorry.
3. It doesn’t matter. 4. How nice you are!
24. Situation: Nina asks Debbie to go out after dinner.
Nina: Would you like to go out?
Debbie: _______________, but where had we better go?
Nina: Let’s go to the park for a walk.
1. That sounds interesting
2. I have to do homework
3. I’d rather stay home
4. I’m afraid I can’t
25. Situation: Sam takes Harry, a new student, to the classroom.
Harry: Thank you for your help, Sam.
Sam: _______________
1. Pardon me.
2. No problem.
3. Never mind.
4. Don’t worry about it.
Part II: Grammar and Vocabulary
Directions: Complete the following passage by choosing the best answer. No.26-30
Eiffel Tower is one of the world’s most popular____26____. It is named after its architect, Gustave Eiffel, and
____27____ in 1889 for the Universal Exposition. The tower is 1,062 feet high and ____28____fantastic views of
Paris. Very often, ____29____ have to wait in line to take the elevator to the observation deck. At night, the tower
itself becomes a very ____30____ sculpture.
26. 1. destiny
2. demand
3. descriptions
4. destinations
27. 1. is
2. was
3. are
4. were
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28. 1. offers
2. causes
3. originates
4. approaches
29. 1. visitors
2. viewers
3. spectators
4. watchers
30. 1. illuminate
2. illuminated
3. illumination
4. illuminatingly
Answer No. 31-35
Google is a search site _____31_____ helps internet users find information quickly.
_____32_____ to other sites, Google is faster, and it becomes the most popular search
_____33_____. Every second, thousands of people _____(34)_____ the site. That is millions
of search results a day-a number that _____35_____ daily.
31. 1. that
2. who
3. whom
4. whose
32. 1. Compare
2. Compared
3. Comparing
4. To compare
33. 1. engine
2. energy
3. equipment
4. entertainment
34. 1. visit
2. invite
3. create
4. welcome
35. 1. informs
2. declines
3. increases
4. decreases
Answer No.36-40
Cuernavaca is known as the city of eternal spring, ____36____ a warm climate throughout the year. It ____37____ an
average temperature of 20 degree Celsius. It ____38____ located 5,050 feet above sea level and 84 kilometers from
Mexico City. It’s ____39____ reaches back to the time of the Aztec nobility. Today Cuernavaca is an escape
____40____ the heat and hectic life of Mexico City for the wealthy and fashionable.
36. 1. as
2. for
3. with
4. without
37. 1. has
2. was
3. have
4. were
38. 1. is
2. was
3. are
4. were
39. 1. popular
2. popularize
3. popularity
4. population
40. 1. along
2. from
3. around
4. against
Answer No.41-45
Like English, there are many different accents in Spanish, ____41____ speakers in Spain,
Latin America, and in the Philippines all understand ____42____. Spanish is commonly spoken in many places, even
_____43_____ it is not the first language, for example, in the United states and ____44____ in European countries.
Spanish is the second most used language in international ____45____ after English.
41. 1. so
2. but
3. nor
4. and
42. 1. other
2. another
3. the other
4. each other
43. 1. what
2. Which
3. whom
4. where
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44. 1. increase
2. increased
3. increasing
4. increasingly
45. 1. civilization
2. globalization
3. transportation
4. communication
Answer No.46-50
The great white shark is one of the oldest living species. It is the largest and the most
____46____ predatory fish. Great white sharks can ____47____ up to 20 feet long and weigh
up to 2,000 kilograms. They have a thousand teeth ____48____ in several rows. When the
front teeth break or fall ___49___, these teeth are replaced by ___50___ from the next row.
46. 1. danger
2. endanger
3. dangerous
4. dangerously
47. 1. flip
2. grow
3. climb
4. warm
48. 1. arrange
2. arranged
3. arranging
4. to arrange
49. 1. in
2. out
3. down
4. about
50. 1. other
2. others
3. another
4. the other
Part III: Reading Comprehension (51-90)
Directions: Read each passage carefully and choose the correct answer the questions.
No.51-53

51. Which year was chocolate milk produced the most?
1. Year 1
2. Year 3
3. Year 4
4. Year 6
52. How many cartons of chocolate milk were produced in Year 3 and 4?
1. over 880 million cartons
2. about 880 million cartons
3. over 1,700 million cartons
4. under 1,700 million cartons
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53. According to the chart, which statement is TRUE?
1. Milk production in Year 7 must drop exactly .
2. Milk production in Year 1 and 2 are the same amount.
3. Milk production rose at a steady rate from Year 1 to Year 6.
4. Milk production dropped continuously from Year 1 t Year 6.
Answer No.54-55

54. What is this bar graph about?
1. Appliances used by residents
2. Total electricity used per year
3. Hours of appliances used per month
4. Daily hours these appliances are used.
55. According to the bar graph, which statement is TRUE?
1. The refrigerator is used the most every day.
2. The air-conditioner is used the least on weekdays.
3. The lights are used more than refrigerator on weekends.
4. The television is used less than the computer on weekdays.
Answer No.56-57
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56. According to the bar graph, which statement is TRUE?
1. The average age of smartphone users is 34.
2. The smartphone users at the age of 55+ are more than 13 – 17 in range.
3. The highest percentage of smartphone users is more than the tablet users.
4. The percentage of using smartphones and tablets at 35 – 54 range is equal.
57. Which age group uses smartphones higher than tablets?
1. 13 – 17
2. 25 – 34
3. 35 – 54
4. 55+
Answer No.58 – 59

58. Panya wants to know what can cause Crop Circle.
In which chapter should he be interested in?
1. Chapter 2
2. Chapter 3
3. Chapter 4
4. Chapter 5
59. Which of the following information might be found in Chapter 2?
1. One valuable site is http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/crop_circle.
2. Crop circles are divided into 3 sources : man-made, weather and paranormal.
3. The majority of reports of crop circles have appeared in and spread since the late 1970s.
4. Southern England is a place many people think of when they hear the words crop circles.
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Answer No.60-61

60. According to the timetable, which is NOT true?
1. NH215 arrives in Paris at 15.45.
2. NH116 arrives in Vancouver in the morning.
3. The flight from Tokyo (Haneda) to London is NH277.
4. NH858 departs from Hanoi in the afternoon.
61. According to the timetable, which is TRUE?
1. NH115 arrives London at 16.00.
2. NH856 departs from Jakarta to Manila.
3. The flight from Tokyo to Jakarta takes about 6 hours.
4. The flight from Tokyo to Paris flies by aircraft B767-300ER.
Answer No.62-63
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62. Which statement is NOT true?
1. House Cookie is the cheapest food.
2. The most expensive food is BBQ Rib Dinner.
3. Super Nacho is cheaper than Chicken & Rice Bowl.
4. Cheese Quesadilla is more expensive than Rice Crispy Treats.
63. Joe and his friends are going to have lunch at Snack Bar. Who will pay the most?
1. Joe wants to eat Fish & Chips and Ice Cream Cone.
2. Tom wants to eat Super Nacho and Rice Crispy Treats.
3. Sam wants to eat Chicken & Rice Bowl and Hot Fudge Sundae.
4. Ray wants to eat Chicken Noodle Bowl and Whipped Cream Puff.
Answer No.64-67

64. What is this information mainly about?
1. a sales project
2. a job opportunity 3. a special occasion 4. a marketing event
65. Which section in the newspaper can you find this information?
1. Horoscope
2. Local news
3. Classified ad
4. Weather forecast
66. How can you apply for this job if you are interested in it?
1. by fax
2. in person
3. by e-mail
4. by phone
67. Which persons is likely to get this job?
1. a 22-year-old man who can speak both Thai and English fluently.
2. a 24-year-old man who has been working as a salesperson for one year.
3. a 23-year-old woman who has just graduated in marketing field from a college.
4. a 25-year-old woman who has been working as a marketing staff for a few years.
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Answer No.68-71

68. What is this advertisement for?
1. A holiday trip
2. A special deal
3. A free magazine 4. An English camp
69. How can you get a Smartie Watch?
1. Shop at the department store.
2. Become a SanookLearn Magazine member.
3. Read SanookLearn Magazine for 24 months.
4. Send a letter to ask for it from the company.
70. Which is the second step of getting a Smartie Watch?
1. Fill out the application card.
2. Send the card to the company.
3. Mail 2,880 baht to the company.
4. Buy a copy of magazine issue No.99.
71. Which statement is NOT true?
1. Application must be received before 4 September.
2. You have to pay 2,880 baht to get a Smartie Watch.
3. If you want a Smartie Watch, you must follow the three steps.
4. The application card is in the center of the magazine issue No.99.
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72. According to the ads, what should you do to save the environment?
1. Call the police
2. Eat healthy food 3. Plant the trees
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4. Hold your friends’ hand

73. From this advertisement, how much will you pay if a T-shirt costs 1,200 baht?
1. 600 baht
2. 1150 baht
3. 1200 baht
4. 1250 baht
Answer No.74-75
GM Foods
GM foods are especially popular in the US where up to seventy percent of food
products in supermarkets could contain a crop that has been genetically modified. However,
in many other countries, GM foods can be controversial. In fact, many people protest and
concerns are so great that some governments have taken action.
74. Which part of the newspaper can you find this news?
1. Comics
2. Business
3. Editorials
4. World news
75. Which is NOT true according to this news?
1. GM foods are very popular in the US.
2. Nobody in the US likes to buy GM foods.
3. We can find GM foods in supermarkets in the US.
4. Many people in many countries protest about GM foods.
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Answer No.76-78
Sign language is used by people who cannot hear or speak well. They use their hands instead of their voices to talk.
Their hand signals may be different letters, words or whole ideas.Sign language is used by other people too.
Basketball referees, for example, use hand signals to let people know what has happened in the game. Their signs can
mean ‘foul,’ ‘time out,’ or can let players know when a play was good. Guess who else uses sign language? You do!
You wave your hand for hello and goodbye.You nod your head up and down to say yes and back and forth to say no.
You point to show which way to go. Sign language is used by people everywhere as another way of talking.
76. What is the main idea of this passage?
1. Sign language is important to many sports.
2. Sign language is used by people everywhere.
3. Sign language is used by deaf people in some areas.
4. Sign language is used by some people in some countries.
77. What does the word ‘They’ (line 1) refer to?
1. basketball referees
2. people who cannot hear or speak well
3. the signs that can mean ‘foul,’ or ‘time out’
4. the hands that are used instead of the voices
78. Which statement is NOT true?
1. Sign language is used in several sports.
2. Sign language is used only in some areas.
3. Sign language is used by people everywhere.
4. Sign language is used as another way of talking.
Answer No.79-81
Mississippi crash kills three
ST. PAUL PARK. Minnesota – A small airplane trying to return to the airport because
of an open cargo door hit some trees on Wednesday and crashed into the Mississippi River,
killing the pilot and two passengers. Two other passengers survived by swimming about 15 metres to an island, where
they were rescued by a tugboat.
The wreckage of the single-engine Piper Saratoga, with the three bodies inside, was
pulled from the river on Wednesday afternoon. The plane was missing a wing.-Associated Press.
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79. What is the news mainly about?
1. The pilot was killed in the river.
2. The plane hit some trees at the airport.
3. The plane fell into the Mississippi River.
4. The passengers were unable to swim to an island.
80. How many people were on board?
1. two
2. three
3. four
4. five
81. What information is not given?
1. the name of the plane
2. the owner of the tugboat
3. the day when the accident took place
4. the place where the accident took place
Answer No.82-84
Many species of bats have very small eyes and do not see well. Still, they can fly around,
and hunt for food in the dark without bumping into any objects. How is this possible?
Echolocation!
You might recognize the beginning of the word echolocation as echo, and you might
recognize the last part of the word as location. This gives you clues about how echolocation works.
The bat sends out sounds using its mouth or nose. The sounds bounce off objects and return
to the bat. Echolocation not only tells the bat that the objects are nearby, it also tells the bat
just how far away the objects are, and what they look like – be its size, shape and even texture.
Bats are not the only creatures that use echolocation, porpoises and some types of whales
and birds use it as well. It is a very useful tool for the animals that use it.
82. What is the main idea of this passage?
1. Bats cannot see very well.
2. Many animals use echolocation.
3. Bats are not the only creatures that use echolocation.
4. Echolocation is a useful tool for bats and other animals.
83. What does the word ‘they’ (line 8) refer to?
1. the clues
2. the objects
3. the sounds
4. the creatures
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84. Which statement is NOT true?
1. Echolocation is a very useless tool for a bat.
2. Echolocation helps a bat hunt for food in dark.
3. Echolocation tells a bat what an object looks like.
4. Echolocation tells a bat how far away an object is.
Answer No.85-90

Ice Cream
(1) Ice cream is one of the most popular desserts in the world. Over four billion
gallons (15.1 billion liters) are consumed each year, worldwide. Although many people enjoy
this frozen dessert, not too many people know its history.
(2) Eating frozen sweets started about two thousand years ago. In ancient Italy, Persia
and China, ice (or sometimes snow) was mixed with fruit or fruit juice. In ancient Rome, the
Emperor Nero had snow brought down from the mountains and mixed with fruit.
(3) Arabs were the first people to add milk to frozen desserts. Instead of fruit juice,
they added sugar as a sweetener. But sugar wasn’t the only thing added. They also added
dried fruits and nuts. As early as 1,000 years ago ice cream could be found in Baghdad,
Damascus and Cairo.
(4) Much later, in the sixteenth century, the rulers of ancient India used horsemen to
bring ice down from the mountains to make sorbets. During this time a famous Italian
duchess, Catherine de Medici brought ice cream to France. A hundred years later, in the
seventeenth century, ice cream could be found in England.
(5) After this time, ice cream and ice cream recipes were mentioned in books. One of
the earliest ice cream recipes appeared in a cookbook from 1718. The Oxford English
Dictionary claims that the first mention of the phrase “ice cream” was in a magazine that
was published in the year 1744.
(6) About one hundred years later, in the 1870’s, a German engineer invented
something that would later help make ice cream available worldwide. This invention was
the freezer. Later still, in 1926, an improved a method of freezing was invented. This is when
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ice cream started to spread all over the world because it could be more easily made and transported.
(7) These days there are many companies that sell ice cream and the number of
different flavors available is well over 1,000. Frozen desserts have been around for a long
time and will most likely be enjoyed well into the future.
85. What should be the best title of this passage?
1. People love ice cream
2. How to make ice cream
3. The history of ice cream
4. The different ways of making ice cream
86. What is the main idea of paragraph 3?
1. Arabs added some salt to frozen ice cream.
2. Ice cream was popular in many old Arab cities.
3. Arabs added variety of things to frozen desserts.
4. Arab traders brought ice cream to Central America.
87. What is the main idea of paragraph 6?
1. Technology which made ice cream taste better
2. Something that helped ice cream spread quickly
3. Technology which was invented to make ice cream
4. How German Engineers invented a machine to freeze ice cream
88. How much ice cream is eaten each year?
1. more than 4,000,000 gallons
2. more than 14,100,000 gallons
3. more than 40,000,000 gallons
4. more than 4,000,000,000 gallons
89. According to the passage, which statement is NOT true?
1. A famous Italian duchess brought ice cream to Italy.
2. Arabs were the first people to add sugar to frozen desserts.
3. Ice cream recipes first appeared in magazine in the seventeenth century.
4. Ice cream spread all over the world after a method of freezing was invented.
90. What does the word ‘it’ in paragraph 6 refer to?
1. freezer
2. Method
3. ice cream
4. technology
Part IV: Miscellaneous (91-100)
Restatement Directions: Choose the correct answer which has the same meaning as the given sentence.
91. James used to eat meat, but now he is a vegetarian.
1. James doesn’t eat meat anymore.
2. James doesn’t eat vegetables now.
3. James still eats meat and vegetables.
4. James eats vegetables more than meat.
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92. Peter shouldn't sit so close to the TV.
1. Peter has to sit near the TV.
2. Peter always sits near the TV.
3. Peter has never sit near the TV
4. Peter never likes to sit near the TV.
93. If you get here before seven, we can catch the early train.
1. We will catch the early train after seven.
2. We must get here before seven to catch the early train.
3. We could miss the early train, so we’ll get here after seven.
4. We have to get here before seven, so that we could miss the early train.
94. I won’t go outside if the weather is cold.
1. I go outside in the cold weather.
2. The weather is cold, so I will go out.
3. The weather is fine and I won’t go out.
4. I won’t go out unless the weather is fine.
95. She wouldn’t have been late if she had come by car.
1. She was late because she came by car.
2. She didn’t come by car, so she was late.
3. She wasn’t late and she didn’t come by car.
4. She was really late because she came by car.
Error Recognition (96-100)
Directions: Choose the answer which is grammatically incorrect
96. A dentist in the UK had to take out all of the baby’s (1) teeth from a
(2) two-year-old child (3) because the teeth (4) are rotten.
97. People in Los Angeles, California, can have a cup of coffee and (1) play with dogs
which (2) come from a shelter and are (3) available for (4) adoptive at the same time
at a dog café.
98. One woman (1) which was present at the court (2) said that she went to the dentist to
(3) have braces fitted, but the dentist (4) painfully pulled eight teeth from her mouth.
99. The FBI wants Apple to unlock two iPhones because (1) this iPhones (2) belonged to
the killers (3)of the San Bernardino shootings, which took place (4) in December last year.
100. After (1) a serie of mass shootings in (2) the USA, people will not be able to
(3) advertise guns on their (4) personal profiles.
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ใช้ดินสอดา 2B เท่านั้น ระบายวงกลมทุกวงที่ต้องการให้ดาเต็มวง
ถ้าต้องการแก้ไข ให้ใช้ยางลบให้สะอาดก่อน จึงระบายวงใหม่
ห้ามขีดเขียนที่อื่นใดนอกเหนือจากที่ระบุไว้
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